UPMcampus

as a test bed for public policies
and social innovation

itdUPM is an enabling space for conducting experimental research and new relationships
and approaches to meeting social, economic and environmental challenges

EVOLUTION

FRAMEWORK
Campus as a multiactor
collaboration space

Sustainable

University

Interdisciplinary

90s
More than 20 research
groups were started in
international development

2008
First steps to create
an interdisciplinary
centre.

Spontaneous BOTTOM-UP

Campus
sustainability
stages

Multiactor

2010
Masters Degree in
Technology for
Human
Development.

Institutionalisation TOP-DOWN

2012
itdUPM is
constituted

2017
New
framework

Sense
making and
behavioural
change

Partnerships
for
sustainability

CAMPUS
FOR
SUSTAINABILITY

Training and
teaching

Problem
solving

Interdisciplinar
applied
research

Integration NETWORK
University community

TECH. DEMOSTRATOR

HUB
The refurbishing project of this building was developed based on “low cost and high participation standards”.
This parameters have transformed a place, through its presence, into a public and gathering space, and
recognized for its users; this time inside a university campus in Madrid. It can inspire other universities,
especially those where financial resources are limited, and there is a hidden potential of collaborative action
to be explored.

The building envelope is in itself a laboratory conceived as an active system open to
multiple configurations and adaptations to the advances that the technology related to
green economy may offer. The coat is developed from an overlapped structure to the
old building, conformed by a reticular and modulated substructure to make most
flexible the introduction of the different elements, systems and materials needed,
achieving a perfect integration between natural and artificial components.

The presence of ItdUPM places value on the public spaces of the current School and
signifies itself as a referent for the Campus circulations and an icon for technological
innovation. But it is also a piece that subtly integrates the elements of nature, with textures
and light variations on the facade; that is, naturation in the purest expression, which
interrelates nature and the world of symbols and senses through materials themselves.

SERVICES
PARTNERSHIPS

Innovative co-design processes in which all the involved
actors participate in different ways. The partnership
“Alianza Shire“, established in 2014, is an example of
successful collaboration among different stakeholders
working together in complex settings like refugee camps.

“UNLIKELY” DIALOGS
Open sessions to expand critical, creative and dialogic
conversations among students, researchers and lecturers
with different backgrounds. The itdUPM vibrant ecosystem
combines innovative ideas, different approaches and
sustainability practices through real experiences in a
collaborative environment.

